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Since 2008 Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu has been determined to establish long-term, trustbased business partnerships with its clients and provides legal consultancy and litigation
services to many domestic and foreign companies working in different sectors with both
corporate and individual clients. It is proud to say that trust-based partnerships are
foremost in every aspect of the work it undertakes and one of the main reasons why
Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu has become a successful law firm with regular repeat business
from many prestigious clients.
Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu uses experience to offer solutions that will give quick and effective
results to its clients' legal affairs, and offers alternatives to find the most effective solution
by meeting with clients one-on-one.
Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu represents clients in family law and divorce cases, criminal law
cases, trademark, patent law cases, urban transformation, construction and real estate law,
labour law cases, inheritance law, will and annulment cases, commercial law cases and
provide corporate law and contract preparation services.
Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu are able to respond to the needs of its clients all over Turkey
through the law offices in Turkey it works with.
Emine Dağyaran - Attorney, Lawyer and Advocate
Executive of the Federation of the Disabled TRNC
When establishing my Law Firm in 2008 l was determined to
ensure a trust-based partnership with clients was paramount,
and l am proud to say that this is foremost in every aspect of
the work undertaken and one of the main reasons why
Dağyaran Hükuk Bürosu has become a successful law firm with
regular repeat business from many prestigious clients.
I am a very experienced Attorney registered with the TRNC Law
Bar Association, practising within the TRNC Judicial System for a number of years
successfully representing in court many clients (Individuals & Companies), specialising and
fully conversant in the legal aspects of the following disciplines: Criminal Law
Family Law (Divorce, Wills, Probate) including Inheritance Law
Business Law
Construction & Real Estate Law including Property Conveyancing (Purchasing, Selling,
Renting)
Commercial Law including Trademark & Patent Law
Labour Law

Please contact me for a consultation if you require any advice /
counselling / representation in respect to any of the above.
As an individual, please contact me should you require a fully qualified
lawyer to undertake any / all of the legal requirements of writing a will for
you, undertaking probate on your behalf, annulment, or contracts written
in respect to conveyancing for your property purchase, sale or rental agreements. Likewise,
should you ever require representing in regards to Criminal Law, Business Law,
Construction & Real Estate Law, Trademark & Patent Law, Labour Law, Inheritance Law,
Commercial Law, Contractual Law or Traffic Law please contact me.

There are people who claim to be influential, and then there are those
that are – l am one of a select group which includes the President of
the TRNC, Ministers of the TRNC, Leading Politicians in the TRNC,
Mayors in the TRNC, Business Leaders in the TRNC and TRNC
Academics, who regularly meet to discuss the important matters of
the day effecting the TRNC.
A lot of people offer advice / opinion on topics they consider
themselves to be an expert in. Believe who you will, but remember;
there is nothing like correct advice from a fully qualified person who
has successfully undertaken many years training to become qualified
and then spent many more years practising what they became
qualified as in order to be able to give correct advice – not opinion.
Get it the right first time – not the second or third. What may seem
expensive at the beginning is most likely the least expensive at the
end!

What is the difference between an Attorney, Lawyer and Advocate?
Lawyers are people who have gone to law school and have taken and passed the
appropriate exams in order to practise law the country the exams are applicable to.
The term attorney is an abbreviated form of the formal title 'attorney at law' and is a
person who has gone to law school and has taken and passed the appropriate exams in
order to practise law the country the exams are applicable, in addition they have passed
the bar exam in the country they practice law in and have thereby been
approved to practice law in courts of that jurisdiction.
An advocate is a specialist in Law.

